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TAX PREPARATION

More disclosure sought on fees charged for ‘instant’
refunds

By Brian Meyer NEWS STAFF REPORTER
Updated: 02/06/08 6:46 AM

Tax preparers who gouge consumers by offering “instant refunds” at high interest rates
would face tough new disclosure rules if Buffalo lawmakers have their way.

The Common Council on Tuesday asked attorneys to draft a new city law that would 
make sure consumers are aware of the high expenses linked to many fast-track refunds. 
Bill sponsors said working- class and low-income consumers become prey to 
unscrupulous tax preparers who take as much as half of their tax refunds for fees, 
services and interest rates.

The refund anticipation loans are sometimes marketed using terms like “fast money”
and “money now.” But Niagara Council Member David A. Rivera, the bill’s lead
sponsor, said some consumers aren’t aware of the astronomical costs tied to such
products.

“Buffalo is the second-poorest city of its size in the country, and the people who are
most susceptible to this type of predatory practice are our poorest residents,” Rivera
said.

The head of a group that works with low-income people to help them achieve fiscal 
stability supports a new law requiring stringent disclosure rules. Diane R. Bessel is 
director of Creating Assets, Savings & Hope, a coalition affiliated with the United Way 
of Buffalo & Erie County. CASH offers a free tax preparation network as well as 
financial literacy education.

“People are not encouraged to read the fine print,” Bessel said.

Predatory practices by some tax preparers came under scrutiny in 2006 as part of The Buffalo News series The 
High Cost of Being Poor. The investigation found that even though state banking law imposes a cap on 
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small-loan rates, some tax preparers get away with charging much higher rates by using outof- state banks.

Bills have been introduced in the State Senate and Assembly that would tighten regulation s. But Rivera said a 
number of cities are looking into enacting local laws, because there are no guarantees the new state rules will 
pass both houses of the Legislature.

New York City already has an ordinance that could serve as a model for Buffalo, said Delaware Council Member
Michael J. LoCurto, the bill’s cosponsor.

The local law would force any business that offers refund anticipation loans to prominently list all associated fees 
and interest rates. .

Rivera said his research has indicated that in some cases, consumers have given tax preparers up to half of the 
value of their refunds to offset fees, interest and other charges.

“If that money was put in people’s pockets so they could spend it in our local economy, everyone would be better
off,” Rivera said.
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